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Per my earlier promise... I have made two variants of my wireframe theme for your use,
improvement, etc.

These themes may be seen in operation at:http://eirenicon.org (select the try our
themes option to see both XOOPS and XOOPSclan) So far as I know any current XOOPS
module should work with these themes so long as the module works with 2.0.1x of XOOPS.
They may work with the 2.2.x branch but I haven't tried or tested that.  The themes also work
in two or three column format (you choose the mix and match).

The downloads, along with usage instructions etc., are available in the Downloads area. I hope
people find these helpful and useful. 

Remember no warranty is expressed or implied.  Any use is at your own risk.  legal blah
blah, blah, blah The themes are licensed under Creative Commons Share-alike 2.5

Happy XOOPSing!

Pax vobiscum,
...mark
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